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Helen Zhao

Subject: FW: ??: FW: APPRO TECHNOLOGY INC, FCC ID: SKX-NVR-2028,  Assessment NO.: 
AN05T4635, Notice#1 (revised)

NVR-2028 Internal 
Pho Revised ...

NVR-2028 Test Rpt 
Revised 0311...

TCB Question - 
Bandedge plots....

TCB Question - Test 
Setup.pdf

From: ting@ccsemc.com.tw 
Sent: Friday, March 11, 2005 1:00 AM
To: Helen Zhao
Cc: application@ccsemc.com.tw
Subject: ??: FW: APPRO TECHNOLOGY INC, FCC ID: SKX-NVR-2028, Assessment NO.: AN05T4635, Notice#1 
(revised)

Dear Helen,

Please refer to below for our reply.

Best Regards,
Ting

Question #1: Bandedge test plots on the test report do not show either the
correct readings or correct frequencies of the mark, the display lines are
shown incorrectly. Please refer to the attached "TCB Question - Bandedge
plots.pdf" for details. Please resubmit test plots with correct setting
(max hold), correct mark, correct display line.
Ans #1: Please refer to attached revised test report. FYI: It's caused when
converted the report from word file to pdf file.

Question #2: There are two systems under the filing with different digital
design. It is ususally criticle with bandedge testing. The test report
includes one set of bandedge measurement (on NVR-2028) which is marginal.
Please provide bandedge measurement on IV-810VS as well.
Ans #2: The bandedge measurement on IV-810VS has been done and added in the
test report. Please refer to it.

Question #3: Please check page 47 of the test report to verify if 4824MHz
is a typo to list as the 2nd harmonic frequency for mid channel.
Ans #3: This is typo and page 55 of the test report was corrected. Please
refer to the attached report.

Question #4: Please provide solder side photos of control panel of NVR-2028
and IV-810VS.
Ans #4: The internal photo has been added side photos of control panel of
NVR-2028 and IV-810VS. Please refer to the attached.
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Question #5: The setup photos show one more item on the turn table other
than those listed on the report. Please refer to the attached "TCB Question
- Test Setup.pdf" and explain what it is.
Ans #5: It's a load for supporting test and has been listed in the revised
test report.

The items indicated above must be submitted before processing can continue
on the above referenced application. Failure to provide the requested
information within 30 days of the original e-mail date may result in
application dismissal and forfeiture of the filing fee. Also, please note
that partial responses increase processing time and should not be
submitted. Any questions about the content of this correspondence should be
directed to the e-mail address listed below the name of the sender.


